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Abstra t. We show how obje tive, rigorous ausal reasoning in the
analysis of air transportation a idents an improve our understanding
of the fa tors involved in those a idents, by onsidering two high-pro le
digital-automation-related air transport a idents.
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Why Investigate A

idents?

Let us onsider safety as freedom from a idents, where an a ident is an unwanted (but not ne essarily unexpe ted) event that results in a spe i ed level
of loss [7℄. Suppose one wants to improve safety. Then one must in rease the
relative freedom from a idents. One annot undo a idents that have already
happened, so one annot improve safety by attempting to undo past a idents.
Yet detailed a ident investigation is widely regarded as a signi ant tool for
improving safety. Why? Why not just say \Oh dear, we regret very mu h ......
but we must move on with life ", and ignore the whole event?
When one is trying to ensure safety, one is oriented to the future. Future
events have not happened yet; one is trying to avoid those that would be a idents. We must think about the system we have, and we must attempt to assess
what ould happen and what ould not, and if ne essary re on gure the system
or its environment of operation or both in order to hange what we believe to
be the behavioral possibilities.
An a ident is a on rete, irrefutable example of system and environment
behavior. It is thus a guide to the possibilities. By omparing what we think we
knew about the system with what we know from a detailed investigation of the
a ident, we may be able to orre t and improve our reasoning about and our
knowledge of possible system behavior.
Further, suppose one makes a general presumption that system and subsystem behaviors have some statisti al distribution. We won't know what that
distribution might be. However, the presumption entails that, in normal system use, spe i states and events o ur with a parti ular although unknown
expe ted frequen y. Events about whi h we may be very on erned are those
events whi h are or an be involved in a idents. By investigating a idents in
detail, one obtains information about whi h events and states are involved, and
may fo us on these events and states in this and other re orded instan es to
obtain information about their a tual frequen y of o urren e. One may then
onsider mitigating measures.
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There an be no guarantee that one has thereby enumerated all events or
states that may be involved in a idents. However, if all have some expe ted
frequen y, then some of those expe ted frequen ies will be higher than others,
and those events are those whi h we are likely to see { or to have seen { more
often. In parti ular, when we mitigate a ident ontributors with high expe ted
frequen y of o urren e, we attempt to redu e their frequen y of o urren e or
eliminate it altogether. By mitigating the o urren e of ontributing events and
states that one has seen in a idents, one an expe t to redu e the frequen y
of o urren e of the most frequent ontributors, thereby redu ing the overall
frequen y of likely o urren e of all a ident ontributors taken together, even
if one does not know them all.
These, then, I take to be the general reasons for investigating a idents.
Investigation is the art of dis overing fa ts. Some of these dis overies are made
\in the eld" by nding things, by reading data re orders and listening to o kpit
onversation. Others are dis overed by reasoning, by inferen e from fa ts one has
already determined, and enumerating behavior possibilities onstrained by the
fa ts one has already determined. Both sharp eyes and sharp minds are essential
omponents of investigation. Both an be improved by methods: methodi al
ways of sear hing rubble elds, and methodi al reasoning.
2

What-If Reasoning

I want to fo us on the reasoning. General pro edures have been known for over
a entury for how to add method to reasoning, and to he k for one's mistakes.
This is the s ien e of formal logi . One way to be ome more methodi al is to look
losely at the features of the reasoning as pra ti ed, identify general prin iples,
justify these prin iples, and build them in to a formal logi . Then anyone an
he k whether the reasoning is sound by reprodu ing it { or failing to { in the
formal logi .
What kinds of reasoning are involved in safety, and in a ident investigation?
One is reasoning about system behavior, and be ause one is trying to avoid
ertain kinds of behavior deemed to be a idents, one must engage in so- alled
what-if reasoning. What if this-and-this were to o ur in a behavior? What if
that-and-that were to o ur? HAZOP is an example of this kind of reasoning.
Other kinds of reasoning attempt to reason from problem behaviors of the system
to ontributory problem behaviors of subsystems by using the ar hite ture of the
system. Suppose this-and-this were to happen. It would happen if and only if
that-and-that were to happen with that part. Fault tree analysis is an example
of this kind of part-whole reasoning.
When investigating a idents, one engages also in what-if reasoning. This is
what the U.S. Air For e says about a ident explanations [15℄:
3-11. Findings, Causes, and Re ommendations. The most important part of mishap investigation is developing ndings, auses and re ommendations. The goal is to de ide on the best preventive a tions to
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pre lude mishap re urren e. To a omplish this purpose, the investigator
must list the signi ant events and ir umstan es of the mishap sequen e
( ndings). Then they [si ℄ must sele t from among these the events and
onditions that were ausal ( auses). Finally, they suggest ourses of
a tion to prevent re urren e (re ommendations).
3-12. Findings:

a. De nition. The ndings ..... are statements of signi ant events of
onditions leading to the mishap. They are arranged in the order in
whi h they o urred. Though ea h nding is an essential step in the
mishap sequen e, ea h is not ne essaily a ause fa tor......
3-13. Causes:

a. De nition. Causes are those ndings whi h, singly or in ombination
with other auses, resulted in the damage or injury that o urred. A
ause is a de ien y the orre tion, elimination, or avoidan e of whi h
would likely have prevented or mitigated the mishap damage or signifi ant injuries. A ause is an a t, an omission, a ondition, or a ir umstan e, and it either starts or sustains the mishap sequen e.....
The phrase \... would have prevented ...." talks about something that ould
have happened, but did in fa t not. The orre tion, elimination or avoidan e
of feature X would have prevented the a ident. But in fa t X o urred, and
so did the a ident. The supposition, that had X not o urred as it did, the
a ident would not have happened, is known as a ounterfa tual. So reasoning
about auses of a idents in the USAF is reasoning with ounterfa tuals.
The USAF was not the rst to think this way. David Hume gave two de nitions of ausality over 200 years ago.
....we may de ne a ause to be an obje t, followed by another, and where
all the obje ts similar to the rst are followed by obje ts similar to the
se ond. Or, in other words where, if the rst obje t had not been, the
se ond never had existed.
[1, Se tion VII, Part II, paragraph 60℄.
We may onsider the word `obje t ' to refer also to events, maybe states, as
noted in the work of John Stuart Mill [12℄.
David Lewis notes [8℄ that of the two de nitions given by Hume, over the
ourse of the intervening ouple of hundred years, the se ond has been more
negle ted by Humean ommentators. Hume's se ond de nition is ounterfa tual.
Like the U.S. Air For e, it talks of what might have been but was not.
Lewis's Formal De nition of Causal Fa tor In op. it., Lewis gives a formal
de nition of ne essary ausal fa tor, based on the ounterfa tual de nition of
Hume. Suppose A and B are state des riptions or events. Then A is a (ne essary)
ausal fa tor of B just in ase, had A not o urred, B would not have o urred
either. This de nition is obviously ounterfa tual. Lewis [9℄ had already de ned a
formal semanti s, and a omplete logi , for ounterfa tuals, based on the formalsemanti al notion of possible worlds, used ubiquitously by formal logi ians, with
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an additional notion of omparative nearness : a behavior, or a history, is said
to be nearer to a referen e behavior than another behavior is to that referen e
behavior. Comparative nearness is a ternary relation - it has three arguments
{ and Lewis also required that it have ertain formal mathemati al properties
for whose reasonableness he argued (for those interested in more detail, the
properties are listed in [3℄).
An Example Consider a system in whi h there is a programmable digital omponent whi h ontains a bit, stored in a variable named X . With systemati
ambiguity, we shall refer to this bit as X . Suppose the ele troni s is wired su h
that, when X is set, a me hanism (say, an interlo k) is thereby set in motion.
Suppose the interlo k has been well enough designed so that it an only be set
in motion by setting X . Then X is a ausal fa tor in any setting in motion of
the interlo k a ording to the Lewis de nition: had X not been set, the interlo k
would not have moved. Furthermore, let us suppose that the digital omponent is
well-designed, so that X an only be set by a spe i operation O of a pro essor
to set it, and that this operation is performed by exe uting a spe i program
instru tion I . Then,
{
{

had the operation O not been performed, X would not have been set, and
had the instru tion I not been exe uted, the operation O would not have been
performed.

It follows that
{
{

Performan e of O is a ne essary ausal fa tor in setting X , and
Exe uting I is a ne essary ausal fa tor in performing O

The Meaning of A Counterfa tual Lewis's formal meaning for a ounterfa tual
pro eeds as follows. We interpret the ounterfa tual had A not o urred, B would
not have o urred. The real world history is some behavior. We have a relation of
omparative nearness amongst behaviors. In the real world, B o urred, as did
A. But we want to know about behaviors in whi h A did not o ur. Did B o ur
in them? We do not onsider all these ounterfa tual behaviors { Lewis proposes
we onsider only the very nearest behaviors to the real world in whi h A did
not o ur. The ounterfa tual had A not o urred, B would not have o urred is
de ned to be true (in the real world) just in ase, in all these nearest behaviors
in whi h A did not o ur, B did not o ur either. Lewis's formal requirements
on the notion of omparative nearness ensure that there are always very nearest
behaviors.
The Semanti s Applied to the Example We an onsider behaviors near enough
to the real world su h that I was not exe uted. We may presume that the
more properties of the system and environment that are the same, the nearer
the states of the alternative behavior are to the real world. It follows that in
the nearest behaviors the design and intended operation of the system an be
assumed to be identi al to its design and intended operation in the real world.
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For these behaviors, then, in whi h I was not exe uted, O was not performed.
And in these behaviors in whi h O was not performed, X was not set. And in
these behaviors in whi h X was not set, the interlo k was not set in motion.
So onsideration of the nearest behaviors shows that the ounterfa tuals are
to be evaluated as true. Consequently, the assertions of ausality (or, rather,
ausal-fa torality ) are true.
Causal-Fa torality and Causality It turns out that Lewis's formal notion of
ausal fa tor is not transitive, that is
{

If A is a ausal fa tor of B , and B is a ausal fa tor of
ne essarily mean that A is a ausal fa tor of C .

C , this does not

Sin e the intuitive idea of a ause is something that propagates through a
\ hain" of ausal fa tors, Lewis proposes to de ne \ ause" as the \transitive
losure" of the relation of ausal fa tor. The transitive losure of a relation R is
the smallest (or \tightest", most narrowly de ned) relation R whi h, roughly
speaking, is transitive and ontains R.
An Aside on Causality and Computers

Relation Between Instru tion and Exe ution is Causal This example also illustrates that, a ording to the formal de nition, the design of a digital system
ensures that the relation between the form of an instru tion and and its exe ution is ausal. The instru tion I says to in rement register R. I is exe uted; R
is in remented. Had the instru tion not been to in rement register R, then R
would not have been in remented. Therefore, the form of I , that I is an instru tion to in rement R, is a ausal fa tor in in rementing R when the instru tion
is exe uted.
Debugging is Causal Analysis This observation entails that debugging omputer
programs is a form of ausal analysis. One an onsider it akin to `debugging'
omplex systems. Not only by analogy, but formally.
3

Where Does This Get Us?

So the rst observation is that ounterfa tual, or what-if, reasoning is essential
not only for reasoning about safety but also for reasoning about auses of a idents. The se ond observation is that there is a mathemati ally satisfa tory
formalisation of ounterfa tual reasoning. In prin iple, we an he k our safety
reasoning and our reasoning about the auses of a idents against obje tive,
rigorous riteria.
In pra ti e, however, one has to put it all together. Karsten Loer and I took
a formal logi suÆ ient for des ribing formal properties of distributed systems,
the temporal logi TLA [6℄, and ombined it with the ausal/ ounterfa tual logi
of Lewis, adding in some inferen e rules whi h we observed were ommonly used
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when arguing for suÆ ien y of ausal explanations. The resulting logi , Explanatory Logi or EL, ould be used for formal ausal reasoning about omplex system
behavior. We developed a method, Why-Be ause Analysis or WBA, for ausally
analysing omplex system a idents and applying EL to he k the reasoning.
WBA is des ribed in [4℄, along with appli ations to a number of high-pro le
aviation a idents.
Do we really need all this ma hinery to help us analyse systems and design
safer ones? Or is this just an exer ise for a ademi s? I don't want to introdu e
the details of WBA here. For one thing, there are a lot of te hni al details,
and for another thing, readers might prefer to use a di erent formalism. My goal
here is to persuade that rigorous, ounterfa tual reasoning is needed for a ident
analysis.
Thus I would like to provide two examples to persuade readers of the ne essity
for obje tive, rigorous reasoning su h as proposed in WBA. These examples
employ the preliminary part of a WB-Analysis, whi h we all the WB-Graph
method.
Our approa h is very simple. For the 1993 Lufthansa Warsaw a ident and
the 1988 Air Fran e Habsheim a ident, Mi hael Hohl and I took the fa tual
ndings in the oÆ ial a ident reports at fa e value. We listed them all, and
then for ea h pair of fa ts, say A and B , we applied Lewis's possible world
semanti al reasoning informally to determine whether A was a ausal fa tor in
B or not. We drew the results in a graph, alled the Why-Be ause Graph or
WB-Graph. I want to omment on what the graphs show.
4

The Warsaw Lufthansa A320 A

ident [11℄

On 14 September 1993, a Lufthansa Airbus A320 landed at Warsaw airport in
a thunderstorm. Upon landing, none of the braking systems (air brakes, thrust
reverse, wheel brakes) fun tioned for about nine se onds: the wheel brakes only
started to fun tion after about thirteen se onds. The air raft ran o the end of
the runway, ollided with an earth bank and started to burn. Primarily be ause
of the superb behavior of the rew, only two people died: one pilot, who died
when the air raft hit the bank, and one passenger, who was un ons ious in the
front orner and unnoti ed in the eva uation as the abin lled with smoke, and
was asphyxiated. It be ame lear that the logi of the braking systems was indeed
a reason why the braking systems hadn't fun tioned as expe ted. However, many
ommentators fo used upon this fa tor as the main ause of the a ident, whi h
as we shall see is probably in orre t. There were, as is usually the ase, many
other ne essary ausal fa tors.
The WB-Graph

Figure 1 shows the WB-Graph derived from the report by onsidering all the
mentioned states and events and assessing their ausal relations to ea h other
using the Lewis semanti s. An edge passing from a lower node N to a higher
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node M means that N is a ne essary ausal fa tor in M . No attempt was made
to identify features of the a ident that were not expli itly mentioned somewhere
in the report. It is not easy to read all the node labels, so I divide the graph
into three parts: the lower part in Figure 2, the middle part in Figure 3, and the
upper part in Figure 4. This division also oheres with the statement of probable
ause in the nal report, and emphasises a missing feature.
The statement of probable ause from the report is as follows:
Cause of the a ident were in orre t de isions and a tions of the ight
rew taken in situation when the information about windshear at the
approa h to the runway was re eived. Windshear was produ ed by the
front just passing the aerodrome; the front was a ompanied by intensive
variation of wind parameters as well as by heavy rain on the aerodrome
itself.
A tions of the ight rew were also a e ted by design features of the airraft whi h limited the feasibility of applying available braking systems
as well as by insuÆ ient information in the air raft operations manual
(AOM) relating to the in rease of the landing distan e.
De isions and A tions of the Flight Crew The rst senten e of the probable
ause statement oheres with what one sees in the lower portion of the graph
in Figure 2. The events and states in this portion ontribute to the \key" node
De isions and a tions of the ight rew in anti ipation of wind shear.
Weather The weather phenomenon plays a role in the middle portion of the
WB-Graph, as may be seen in Figure 3. Also in this portion appear the \design
features of the air raft " addu ed in the se ond paragraph of the statement of
probable ause.
The Destru tion Sequen e Most of the upper portion of the graph, in Figure
4, enumerates the parameters of the a ident. In order to be lassi ed as an
a ident, people must be killed or severely injured, and/or the air raft must
be signi antly damaged. Both o urred in this a ident (although, thankfully,
only two people lost their lives and other injuries were minor). One an see these
fa tors appearing in this portion of the graph. But what aused all this?
Fo using In on Fa tors Let us now fo us on the upper portion of the graph
where it narrows down to one node. It is rare that a WBA of an a ident results
in a graph with a width of one. What is this single node?
AC hits earth bank

Take away this node, and you've avoided the a ident. What are its immediate
pre ursors?
AC overruns RWY
Earth bank in overrun path
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The report's attribution of probable ause fo used entirely on ausal fa tors
ontributing to the rst of these two events. What about the se ond? Why was
there an earth bank in the overrun path? Be ause
Bank built by airport authority for radio equipment

Prophylaxis: Don't Overrun Or Don't Build So there is learly something to
onsider. Don't build earth banks for radio equipment at the ends of runways
in the overrun area. Or don't overrun runways. Well, measures are taken to
minimise ases of the latter, but most authorities onsider that no matter what
one does, air raft will still overrun runways on e in a while. So if you want to
prevent or minimise su h atastrophi overrun a idents, one had better take
the other option and not build in the overrun area.
In fa t, leaving a lear overrun area at the end of runways is regarded not
only as good pra ti e but as essential pra ti e by most Western European and
US authorities and by pra ti ally all pilots.
Rigorous Causal Reasoning Helps The report's on lusions about probable ause
and ontributing fa tors said nothing about building earth banks in overrun
areas.
The WBA of the a ident shows learly that this omission is a mistake in
ausal reasoning that the report made. The information ne essary to infer that
it was a ontributing ause was ontained in the body of the report - that is
where we obtained the fa tors in the WB-Graph in Figure 1. The WBA shows
it to be a ausal fa tor.
This is not the only ausal reasoning mistake in the Warsaw report, neither is it the only report in whi h signi ant ausal reasoning mistakes may
be demonstrated by WBA. Another, the report on the 1995 Ameri an Airlines
B757 a ident on approa h to Cali, Colombia is one, whi h also omits demonstrably ausal fa tors in its statement of probable ause. The omitted fa tors in
that report were, however, taken into a ount by the U.S. National Transportation Safety Board in their letter to the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration
ontaining their safety re ommendations based on their analysis.
Using rigorous methods of ausal reasoning su h as WBA would thus help
onsiderably in ensuring orre tness of these important reports. Prophyla ti
measures are based on the reports' analyses. It is important to redu e future
a idents that resour es be pointed in the appropriate dire tions, and one an
only do this if a report's reasoning is orre t.
5

The 1988 Habsheim A

ident [13℄

On 26 June, 1988, an Air Fran e A320, new into servi e with the airline, took
o from Basle-Mulhouse airport with sightseeing passengers, intending enroute
to put in an appearan e at an airshow at the small airport Mulhouse-Habsheim,
just a few miles and minutes ying time away. The pilot had planned for a \lowspeed pass", a manoeuver in whi h the air raft is on gured for landing, ies low
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along the line of the runway very slowly without landing, and then a elerates
up and away. This manoeuver was believed to show o the automati slow-speed
ight prote tion apabilities of the autopilot, and thereby how the performan e
of the airplane is enhan ed. The manoeuver had been pra ti ed at altitude by
the pilot, from a more-or-less level entry.
The pilots had not surveyed the display airport before appearing, and had
submitted in omplete ight planning to the Air Fran e administration on Friday.
The in omplete planning was approved, although some of it ontravened Fren h
aviation-legal restri tions on airshow performan es by ommer ial air raft.
Upon takeo , the air raft limbed to an intermediate altitude of 1000 feet
above the ground while the pilots identi ed the airshow airport, whi h should
have been visible almost immediately upon takeo . A des ent was ommen ed
towards the Habsheim airport, whi h rea hed a rate of 600 feet per minute with
the engines in ight idle. The power setting at ight idle is 29% N1 (a measure
orrelating with the thrust produ ed) although the Commission noted that the
manoeuver been planned starting from a high power setting.
As the air raft approa hed for the low pass and passed through 100 feet above
ground level (the planned y-by altitude), the air raft was still des ending at a
rate of 600 feet per minute with the engines in ight idle. The air raft rea hed
a low altitude of about 30 feet above the runway while attempting to perform
the manoeuver. Beyond the end of the runway was a forest, with tree tops
onsiderably higher. \Take-o /go-around" (TOGA) thrust was applied, but the
air raft ontinued level as the engines a elerated up to TOGA thrust, and the
air raft settled into the trees as the engines ingested tree parts.
Despite a jammed exit door, most passengers were able to leave the air raft
before it was onsumed by re from the burning fuel. Two young hildren and
an adult (presumed to have gone ba k to help) died from smoke inhalation.
Figure 5 shows a WB-Graph ausally relating the major features of the a ident ight, in luding preparation, from the oÆ ial report.
Controversy The a ident be ame ontroversial when the aptain, who was piloting the air raft during the a ident ight, publi ally asserted
{
{
{
{
{

that the engines did not respond as designed to his TOGA thrust request;
that about 4 se onds of re ording data were missing from the ight data
re order (FDR) tra e;
that there were at least two di erent FDR boxes presented to the publi as
\the" FDR, and/or visible at the a ident site
that some of the data ostensibly from the FDR did not t some of the fa ts
about the ight;
that required legal pro edures for se uring the FDR and taking it for analysis
were not followed; inse ure pro edures were followed.

The aptain wrote a book ontaining his version of the events, published a short
while after the a ident, and other books suggesting oÆ ial mis rean e have
appeared. A de ade later, another book about the events is planned to be published.
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We may take it as un ontroversial that, had the engines rea hed TOGA
thrust, say, some two se onds earlier, the air raft would likely have avoided
settling into the trees, and thus avoided the rash altogether.
Further Eviden e There was a private video made of the a ident y-by by a
spe tator at the airshow. This video orroborated the altitude at various points
of the y-by, the timing of events, in luding (through sound-spe tral analysis)
the % N1 levels of the engines, the start of thrust in rease on the engines, and
the settling into trees.
The engines as erti ated require up to about 8 se onds to in rease from
29% N1 up to TOGA thrust. The oÆ ial FDR data showed that they performed
better than their erti ation parameters.
Evaluation of the Two Versions Our on ern in evaluating the a ident is to
identify auses and other ontributing fa tors in order to in rease knowledge
about safety-related air raft and rew performan e and to mitigate undesirable
or unsafe features in future operations.
Thus the sole signi ant assertion for our purposes amongst those made by
the aptain is that the engines did not perform a ording to spe i ation when
TOGA thrust was ommanded.
What di eren e would this make to the WB-Graph in Figure 5? Indeed,
none at all. At the level of detail at whi h the major fa tors are stated, the
only fa tor under dispute would be Fa tor 1.1, \Very low TOGA performan e.
Both versions agree this was so, although for di erent reasons. Both versions
agree that the manoeuver was ommen ed at ommanded thrust equivalent to
29% N1, and that the manoeuver had been pra ti ed, and was usually ondu ted,
ommen ing at mu h higher N1 levels. Both versions agree on the des ent pro le,
and that the ight-idle power setting was a result of that. Both versions agree
that the air raft was piloted to within 30 feet of the runway, although the aptain
planned to over y at 100 feet. The in omplete and partially legally unsuitable
planning, and the la k of oversight, are likewise un ontroversial.
The Politi al Controversy As far as our interest goes, then, any dispute is about
the exa t level of TOGA performan e, whi h disappears into the details when
we are looking at the major fa tors ontributing to the a ident.
However, the high-visibility politi al ontroversy at the time was on erned
not just with how the authorities may or may not have a ted in the aftermath
of the a ident, but whether this \wonder air raft", the A320, in fa t ould
perform a ording to its manufa turer's and operator's laims. We an see learly
from the WB-Graph that this latter dispute is a matter of mere te hni al detail
as far as the a ident is on erned; it does not a e t the ausal relations of
the major fa tors at all. The asserted performan e di eren e, while passing the
Lewis semanti test for a ausal fa tor, is a question of a ner di eren e that
is subsumed within one of the major fa tors: it is undisputed that the TOGA
performan e of the air raft did not suÆ e to avoid the trees. A ording to the
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oÆ ial evaluation, it ould not have been better. The aptain thinks it ould
have been. That is all.
Had the status of this te hni al dispute been available and appre iated at the
time, we an spe ulate that the major politi al ontroversy over the introdu tion
of the A320 into servi e, following the a ident, might have taken a mu h di erent
form.
6

Con lusions

The two examples show that obje tive reasoning methods, had they been used
during the investigation and ensuing ontroversy in these two ases, might have
ast a very di erent light on things. If the methods of reasoning are not generally a epted and open to independent he king, then it is open to anyone to
riti ise and query for any reason they wish, and if two parties to a dis ussion
rea h signi antly di erent on lusions, then there are no further ways of de iding the issues than de iding whom one believes. This is a highly unsatisfa tory
situation, and gives grounds for introdu ing obje tive reasoning methods. If reasoning methods are agreed to be rigorous and obje tive, then all parties to a
dis ussion are bound to abide by the results.
Two questions: Do su h methods exist, and how severe are the problems that
stem from la k of rigor? Our use of the Lewis semanti s for ausality, and the
related method WBA, show that the answer to the rst question is yes.
The se ond question an be answered by onsidering what might have happened had a WB-Graph been available.
In the ase of Warsaw, had a WB-Graph been onstru ted by the report
writers based on the ontent of their report, they would have identi ed omissions
in their statement of probable ause, and attention would have been brought to
bear on the presen e of an airport onstru tion whi h adversely a e ted safety.
Ane dotes say the mound is still there.
In the ase of Habsheim, the heated politi al debate about the safety of
the design of a new air raft, and its onsequen es for publi a eptan e of the
air raft, might have evaporated, in favor of a te hni al performan e debate and
review of the sort whi h goes on every day at air raft design and manufa turing
plants.
Two ane dotes annot prove a general hypothesis, but they may persuade.
My purpose has been to persuade that obje tive methods of reasoning in a ident
evaluations are not just an exer ise for a ademi s. I believe they would have
signi ant bene ts, not only for a ident investigation and the safety of air travel,
but also for publi debate as a whole.
There is another point worth remarking, again while taking are not to draw
general on lusions from two individual ases. Both were publi ally high-pro le
a idents in whi h the digital automation on the air raft was onsidered by many
to have played a major ontributory role. It is interesting to observe, when the
ausal reasoning is nally laid out, how few of the many fa tors involved in either
of these a idents dire tly on erned the digital automation.
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